
Term 5 Week 5
Writing Session 2 



Spelling

Please practise these spelling words by:

- Reading them 
- Writing them in your notebook in your best 

handwriting
- You may want to use them in sentences or 

using one of these strategies:



The Arrival: Chapter 3

What could be happening here?



(  Brackets  )
Brackets are used when you want to add extra information, or a thought, to a sentence to give greater detail

discussed.

Brackets are used to enclose any word or group of words within a sentence. They are used in two main ways.

Parenthesis, or the extra 
information is not really 
necessary to the 
sentence and therefore it 
could be removed 
without damaging the 
structure of the 
sentence.

Sometimes, a comma or 
a dash can be used 
instead of a bracket (as in 
extra information 
sentences) but using a 
bracket can bring extra 
variety into your writing.

We are learning to use brackets, dashes or commas for parenthesis. 

1. As an afterthought – for example:

We saw a small coloured bird (it was obviously some sort of finch) fly down and take the fruit.

The present turned out to be a magnificent painting (definitely not what I was expecting). 

2. As an explanation – for example:

My little sister threw a wobbly (better known as a tantrum) when she couldn’t have the toy.

Most of Bangladesh is less than 15 metres (50 feet) above sea level.

The worthy winner (my dad) stood proudly on the podium to receive his trophy.

Roald Dahl (an award winning author) wrote some wonderful children’s stories. 



Your turn

Rewrite the following sentences, putting in the missing brackets. This one is done for you as 
an example:-

The photograph (shown at the bottom of the page) is the one that he took of his new puppy, Max.

1. Police Officers sometimes called ‘bobbies’ or ‘peelers’ get their nicknames from Sir 
Robert Peel. 

2. The Great Pyramid of Giza situated in Egypt is one of the Seven Wonders of the 
Ancient World.

3. Arsenal F.C. better known as ‘The Gunners’ is a famous London football team.

4. William Shakespeare 1564-1616 was born in Stratford-upon-Avon.

5. The winners of the good attendance award Year Four were treated to an afternoon at 
the cinema!

6. The winner of the high jump competition the smallest contestant received a gold 
medal.



Did you get them right?

1. Police Officers (sometimes called ‘bobbies’ or ‘peelers’) get their nicknames from Sir 
Robert Peel. 

2. The Great Pyramid of Giza (situated in Egypt) is one of the Seven Wonders of the 
Ancient World.

3. Arsenal F.C. (better known as ‘The Gunners’) is a famous London football team.

4. William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was born in Stratford-upon-Avon.

5. The winners of the good attendance award (Year Four) were treated to an afternoon 
at the cinema!

6. The winner of the high jump competition (the smallest contestant) received a gold 
medal.



Using dashes instead of brackets

A dash can also be used as a pair to add strong or additional ideas into a sentence. 

A dash can also be used to add an after-thought to a sentence.

Dashes are considered to be less formal than using brackets but can help to draw more attention to the 
content of the added information. For example:-

Auntie May – or rather the late Auntie May – had been a ‘tough cookie’ to live with. 

My advice – if you don’t mind me saying – is to ignore her completely. 

Alfreda was upset – no, devastated – that her passport had been stolen.

The present turned out to be a magnificent painting – definitely not what I was 
expecting.



Using commas instead of brackets

A pair of commas can also be used to add additional ideas into a sentence. For 
example:-

Auntie May, or rather the late Auntie May, had been a ‘tough cookie’ 
to live with. 

My advice, if you don’t mind me saying, is to ignore her completely. 

Alfreda was upset, in fact quite devastated, that her passport had 
been stolen.



The man’s new pet that wasn’t really a pet was getting 
familiar with another creature.

The lady who was also standing on the side of the road 
was able to help with the map.

Everyone was now excited even the creature.

The telephone was very unusual fascinating in fact and 
he was able to dial a number.

It was raining when they were done pouring actually 
so they ran all the way home.

Your turn! Insert brackets, dashes or commas correctly into these 
sentences.



The man’s new pet (that wasn’t really a pet) was 
getting familiar with another creature.

The lady, who was also standing on the side of the 
road, was able to help with the map.

Everyone was now excited - even the creature.

The telephone was very unusual (fascinating, in fact)
and he was able to dial a number.

It was raining when they were done - pouring actually -
so they ran all the way home.

Your turn! Insert brackets, dashes or commas correctly into these 
sentences. Answers:



Use dashes, brackets or commas 
to:

-add an afterthought

-add extra information

-add an explanation

Your turn! Write sentences based on illustrations from Chapter 3 with dashes, brackets and 
commas to mark parenthesis.

Sentence stems:

He was…

The creature…

Luckily,…

As he dialled a number…


